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Highlights: 

 

1. We proposed HotML, a novel distributed machine learning system for social networks based on a 

recently proposed high-performance DSM system, Grappa. HotML contains many important 

components that covers the whole pipeline of machine learning for social networks. 

2. The design of parameter server component is greatly improved by decoupling the PS servers and 

workers physically. The dedicated parameter server is introduced to maximize the computing 

resources, and improve server throughput as well as the overall performance of HotML. 

3. High-level data abstraction and user interfaces are designed. Data is abstracted as GlobalTable 

along with high-level data flow operations like map / reduce to improve the ease of use. 

GlobalTable could be used to load and do feature engineering on training data easily. 

4. Lightweight task scheduling is introduced to overlap computation with network communication 

and better utilize computing resource and network resource. In HotML, training process of ML 

algorithms for social networks will be splitted into many small tasks to reduce network waiting 

time. 

5. Flexible consistency models are designed to boost the convergence of machine learning 

algorithms for social networks. SSP is implemented to relax the consistency to speed up 

convergence of ML algorithms for machine learning. In addition, SSPPush is introduced in servers 

to leverage idle network bandwidth to push global parameters to workers in advanced to reduce 

SSP waiting time. SSPDrop is designed in worker to drop trivial parameter updates to reduce 

network communication. 

6. HotML provdies two checkpoint methods designed for fault tolerance. One is server-side 

distributed checkpoint method that is transparent to the workers. The other one is worker-side 

checkpoint method that is more flexible and useful for user-implemented checkpoint policies, 

fine-tuning. 

7. The load balancer is introduced to balance workloads among workers to deal with straggler 

problem especially in a cluster of machines with different computing resources. 

8. Experiments are conducted systematically to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 

system. Experimental results show that HotML can reduce networking time by about 50%, and 

achieve up to 1.9x performance compared to the popular ML system, Petuum. 
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